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Abstract—A microfabricated mechanical test platform has been designed, fabricated, and operated. This system consists of a reusable chip capable of large-displacement actuation, which interfaces to a test coupon chip compatible with synthesis conditions for many nanomaterials. Because only normal forces are used for mechanical interfacing, the two chips are not permanently connected, allowing exchange of the test coupon chips. The actuated test platform chip contains a thermal actuator driving a compliant displacement amplification transmission, and a bulk-micromachined well in which the test coupon chips may be placed and removed. The displacement amplification structure provides 40 μm of output displacement, extending a probe over the well and into contact with the test coupon. The test coupon contains compliant structures that are actuated by the probe from the test platform.

Index Terms—Assembly, compliant structure, interchangeable, microactuator, micromanipulator, universal mechanical tester.

I. INTRODUCTION

This paper reports the development and operation of a new micromechanical probe and stage system consisting of a reusable actuated test platform chip in combination with interchangeable test coupon chips capable of withstanding high-temperature nanomaterial synthesis conditions (Fig. 1). This design is intended as the basis for a microfabricated universal mechanical tester compatible with electron microscopes and other analytical tools for mechanical property cross-correlation experiments. Universal mechanical testers, also known as universal testing machines, are commonly used in mechanical testing machines, are commonly used for mechanical characterization of material specimens. These machines perform tensile, compressive, and bending tests, depending on the setup of test specimens. Such test machines generally consist of mechanisms for supporting and applying load to material specimens, and means of detecting the force and strain experienced by the specimen. In order to serve as a component of a microscale universal mechanical tester, a micromechanical test stage, suspended from compliant flexures, was defined on a “test coupon” microchip. Actuation was achieved with a surface-micromachined probe on an additional chip that contacted the removable test coupon.

The central motivation of this work was the development of microdevices for tensile testing, but this derived from a broader goal to demonstrate a flexible adaptable platform for miniaturization of laboratory instrumentation for experimentation with solid structures. The systems presented here were designed to be adapted and repurposed to additional applications. Microsystems and nanosystems for analysis and manipulation of solid materials have produced many scientific and engineering advances [1]–[3], but more work is needed for these systems to develop impacts and uses comparable to those achieved by the
field of microfluidics, which has become key to accelerating progress in biology and microscale chemistry [4]–[6].

Nanomechanical experiments face spatial constraints that require simplification of experiments or greater intricacy of the experimental apparatus in the volume available. For example, specimen holders for transmission electron microscopes (TEMs) typically impose design constraints of a few millimeters in the directions perpendicular to the holder axis, severely restricting the range of motion available to manipulator structures. One-dimensional straining stages for TEMs are well established, and a number of these are commercially available and used experimentally [7], [8]. Some interchangeable test coupons have been developed for direct interfacing from TEM straining stages, for instance, by means of two pins passing through holes at each end of a chip [9]–[11]. Several other examples of modified TEM stages have been created, most notably for applications such as electrical conductivity measurements [12]–[14], scanning probe microscopy [15], and nanoindentation probing within a TEM [16], [17]. With additional design complexity, manipulators with multiple degrees of freedom have been demonstrated for operation within TEM and scanning electron microscope environments [18]. An alternative approach to increase the sophistication of nanomechanical experiments is to perform straining with microsystems [19], [20].

Because MEMS allow operation in physically constrained spaces and can operate with multiple electrical signals connected to MEMS components, many opportunities exist for their use in investigations of mechanical properties of materials [1]–[3]. Mechanical characterization of structures with nanoscale dimensions has been achieved with integrated microfabricated systems [19], [21]–[26]. In these designs, comb drives and thermal actuators were used to drive motion in MEMS mechanical testers, and displacement and force measurements were achieved by image analysis, correlation of motion with input electrical power, or capacitive sensing [19], [21], [27], [28].

Even with use of microscale mechanical testing systems, placement of a nanomaterial specimen on a tensile stage remains a significant challenge. Simplifying manipulation of microscale and nanoscale specimens may increase the rate of experimentation. Techniques for manipulation of individual nanotubes and nanowires (NWs) include deposition from liquid dispersions [29]–[31] and dielectrophoretic assembly from suspension to bridge a specified gap [32], [33], and placement using micromanipulator probes [34], [35]. Micromanipulators present the significant risk of damaging test systems, as do the menisci from liquid suspensions [31]. Flip chip transfer of carbon nanotubes (CNTs) to test structures allows integration of individual CNTs into larger microsystems, but this technique risks microsystem damage and difficulty in specimen alignment [36]. Specified CNT growth has been achieved by depositing catalyst at one anchoring location and applying environmental conditions that promote the growth of nanotubes at the catalyst particles [37]–[39]. The major disadvantage of this is that not all microsystems will tolerate the typically > 800 °C temperatures required for CNT growth [32], [37], [38].

Some opportunities for speeding specimen preparation derive from separation of tester actuation from specimen mounting. This enables processes such as dielectrophoretic NW placement or CNT chemical vapor deposition, eliminating the need for micromanipulation of individual nanoscale fibers. Within a tester device, physical separation of test specimens from actuation and sensing components may reduce the potential for damage during specimen placement operations. In addition, supporting microscale and nanoscale specimens on microfabricated test coupons enables laboratory macroscale manipulation of the specimens, substituting handling of specimens with handling of a test coupon. Finally, devices that allow probing from a direction normal to a specimen may be useful for property cross-correlation measurements such as piezoresistive, optomechanical, or radio frequency electromechanical tests. The devices presented in this paper were developed in pursuit of these opportunities for MEMS-based material testers: faster specimen preparation, lab-scale nanospecimen handling, and new investigations of associated physical properties in nanomaterial specimens.

II. System Designs

Systems of “universal test platform” (UTP) and “test coupon” microchips (Fig. 1) were designed to generate forces at a microfabricated tensile test stage within one or two orders of magnitude of the force estimated for nanofiber fracture (∼400 μN for GaN NWs with ∼300 nm diameter [21] and ∼10 μN for CNTs with ∼100 nm diameter or for a bundle of CNTs with smaller diameters [35]). The designs used uniaxial motion in order to minimize potential sources of error due to misalignment, such as bending moments and specimen clamp failure. The interface was designed as a temporary mechanical connection in order to allow exchange of test coupons. Constraining actuation to in-plane motion allowed out-of-plane access to the test stage by optical and electron microscopy and may enable further characterization methods, such as electrical measurements, or optical fluorescence tests. Voids in the specimen-supporting area of the coupons, in combination with the wells in the test platform chips, enabled optical transmission and transmission electron microscopy.

A. Interfacing and Assembly

The mechanical interface between the coupon and the UTP was designed to allow for reuse of the UTP and variation of the test coupon designs. All mechanical interfacing was performed with normal forces in order to minimize stiction, wear, and distortion of measurements due to mechanical slipping. In-plane motion was achieved by confining actuated motion to the plane of a device layer anchored to a fabrication substrate. Reliable interfacing between the UTP probe and the suspended stage required that the coupon and UTP test system accommodate vertical misalignment. The contacting microprobe must contact the edge of the coupon device layer. The coupon aligned vertically to the test platform probe simply by resting on the test platform. The bulk part of the test coupon was inserted into a well formed within the UTP chip. Protruding tabs formed in the test coupon device layer rested on the surface of the test
platform, and the coupon was held in place by gravity. This approach to vertical self-alignment was designed to function on the condition that the thickness of the coupon device layer (about 10–30 μm) is thicker than that of the sacrificial layer removed from the test platform (1 μm). Because test coupons were placed face up, the coupon front side remained available for optical and electrical access.

Several passive in-plane alignment mechanisms were designed. These were posts and springs that abutted tabs on the coupon. In addition, an active alignment mechanism was designed, wherein actuators would push circular probes into V-shaped tabs, pushing the coupon against posts at the back of the well and laterally aligning the coupon so that both edges of the V would contact the circular tab.

The two-chip system, UTP and coupon (Fig. 1), was designed to have a loose fit with sufficient clearance to accommodate dimensional variations resulting during fabrication and placement. Contact between the chips occurred between the device layers of each chip. Design of the UTP deep well allowed the bulk portion of the test coupons to fit with an allowance of 50 μm in the X- and Y-directions. In the device layers, the designed fit allowance was 10 μm in X and Y, allowing 0.5% of the overall dimension of the 2 mm coupon for manufacture imprecision and placement misalignment. In practice, the fit allowances were somewhat larger because the deep etch processes used in coupon and UTP chip fabrication overetched the vertical walls in the coupon and test platform devices.

In order to create a test probe capable of providing sufficient force (> 400 μN) for nanomaterial fracture and sufficient displacement (> 10 μm) to accommodate the fit allowance, displacement amplification transmission systems were designed, and thermal actuators were chosen to drive these amplification systems. The displacement amplification systems were designed by considering arrangements of bending beams and simulating their maximum displacement and maximum force outputs using Coventorware software [40]. In order to prevent frictional wear and unpredictable stiction behavior, the displacement amplification systems were not based on pinned joints, and all anchor points were clamped. By constraining the internal stresses to less than the tensile strength of Si and seeking maximum force and displacement outputs, the optimized beam mechanisms shown in Fig. 2 were found through design and simulation. Extra springs were included as a design variation at the end of probe designs as potential piezoresistive displacement sensors.

B. Universal Test Platform (UTP)

The Universal Test Platform (UTP) was designed as an actuated microfabricated device for driving mechanical components on the test coupon chips. The test platform design was based on the use of a microfabricated probe for actuation of the test coupon and structures for the mechanical alignment and interfacing between the two chips (Fig. 1). The microprobe was designed as a bending beam thermal actuator coupled to a compliant transmission structure for displacement amplification (Fig. 2). Six UTP design variations were generated and fabricated, with dimensions of 4.5 mm × 4 mm, 3.5 mm × 4 mm, and 2.5 mm × 4 mm (Fig. 3). These layouts placed the tensile test stages exactly at the center of the UTP chip. The UTP thermal actuators were driven by a Darlington transistor pair acting as a current sink controlled by an op-amp current control loop, itself driven by a National Instruments NI-6009 data acquisition system controlled by a custom MATLAB graphical user interface [42].

C. Test Coupon

The test coupon chips (Fig. 4) were conceived as specimen holders on which nanowire or nanotube specimens could be
Fig. 3. Six different UTP chip designs. Dimensions of the different layouts were (left) 4.5 mm × 4 mm, (center) 3.5 mm × 4 mm, and (right) 2.5 mm × 4 mm. For all designs, passive alignment structures present general positioning of test coupons (large, square, shaded regions), and actuated mechanical probes extend from the test platform chips to contact the test coupons.

Fig. 4. Illustration of Test Coupon Design A. (a) Oblique view. (b) Top view. placed or grown. Coupons consisted of a device layer that was a small region of a larger chip, 2 mm × 2 mm in size, used for handling in a laboratory. This was about the minimum size for coupon chips to be easily manipulated by hand with tweezers. The active test area on these chips was restricted to 500 μm × 500 μm due to the lithographic constraint of a beam length to width aspect ratio of less than 300:1 and due to the need for flexures that were thicker than they were wide in order to prevent out-of-plane vibrations and stabilize in-plane motion. Layouts were designed with symmetric flexure placement about the axis of motion in order to provide more robust stabilization of uniaxial motion than could be achieved with asymmetric layouts. Test coupons were fabricated from silicon substrates and were designed to tolerate high-temperature (e.g., ~800 °C) environments to enable CNT growth. Although tensile motion was targeted for proof-of-concept demonstrations, the test coupon compliant mechanisms may be adapted to alternative mechanical test operations such as bending and compression tests.

In order to allow for several-micrometer deformation of a test specimen, test coupons were designed to include fixed and moving stages for supporting the specimen and a network of supporting flexures to connect the moving stages to the fixed portions of the chips. Attachment of a test specimen would modify the effective spring constant $k_{\text{eff}}$ of these networks, essentially coupling the stiffness $k_0$ of the specimen in parallel to the stiffness $k_s$ of the coupon suspension (1). In coupons designed for tensile testing, measurement of force $F$ and displacement $d$ at the UTP allows observation of $k_{\text{eff}}$ and extraction of the tensile load $F_0$ (2).

\begin{align}
    k_{\text{eff}} &= k_s + k_0 \quad (1) \\
    F_0 &= F - k_s d = (k_{\text{eff}} - k_s)d. \quad (2)
\end{align}

III. Fabrication

The UTP chips were fabricated according to the process shown in Fig. 5(a)–(f). Fabrication began with a
system-on-insulator (SOI, Si/SiO$_2$/Si) wafer [Fig. 5(a)]. A metal layer (Au on Ti for adhesion) was evaporated onto the wafer and patterned with lift-off [Fig. 5(b)]. The Si device layer was patterned with deep reactive ion etching (DRIE) [Fig. 5(c)]. A deep well was patterned by using reactive ion etching (RIE) to clear the SiO$_2$ [Fig. 5(d)], followed by DRIE for removal of ~500 μm of Si completely through the SOI handle wafer layer [Fig. 5(e)]. Wet etching with hydrofluoric acid, followed by supercritical CO$_2$ drying, was used to release moving parts [Fig. 5(f)]. UTP fabrication was performed on only the front side of wafers. Deep etching preempted the need for dicing. By designing deep wells surrounding the UTP chips, etching completely through the UTP wafer separated all the chips from each other. Fig. 6 shows an example of a fabricated UTP chip.

Test coupon fabrication proceeded according to the process shown in Fig. 5(g)–(m). This process began with a double-side polished Si wafer [Fig. 5(g)], onto which 1 μm thickness thermal oxide was grown [Fig. 5(h)]. The oxide layer was patterned and etched using RIE [Fig. 5(i)], and alignment holes were machined completely through the wafer using DRIE [Fig. 5(j)]. Metal (Ti/Au) was evaporated onto the wafer and patterned with lift-off [Fig. 5(k)], after which DRIE was used to pattern the silicon devices on the front side [Fig. 5(l)]. At this point, the wafer front side was mounted to a backing wafer using wax (Crystalbond 509), and deep wells were etched on the back side to define coupon chips and their support frame [Fig. 5(m)]. The wafers were separated by soaking in acetone, and the coupon wafer was cleaned using an O$_2$ asher.

Back-side processing of the coupon wafer was required in order to create the suspended tabs that allowed alignment in the UTP. The deep etching steps necessitated supporting the coupon wafer on a backing wafer. Alignment to precision within ±15 μm was achieved using holes micromachined completely through the wafer [Fig. 5(j)]. In order to support and separate the coupons during machining, each coupon was surrounded by a support frame machined from the coupon wafer. Tabs (Fig. 4) defined during the back-side processing step

---

**Fig. 6.** Example of fabricated 2.5 mm × 4 mm UTP chip with Transmission Design 1 [Fig. 2(a)]. Chip thickness: 500–530 μm. The arrow indicates the location and direction of the UTP probe output motion.

**Fig. 7.** Optical microscope image of a portion of a fabricated array of displacement amplification test structures. The compliant transmission designs visible in this image are Transmission Design 1 [Fig. 2(a)] and Transmission Design 2 [Fig. 2(b)].

**Fig. 8.** Magnification series of Test Coupon Design A. (a) Entire 2 mm × 2 mm coupon. The arrow in (a) indicates the location of contact from the UTP probe. (b) View of the entire test stage mechanism, including the fixed and suspended mechanical stages, and the flexures used to hold the suspended stage. The rectangle in (b) indicates the region shown in image (c). The arrow in (b) indicates the direction of motion of the suspended test stage. (c) View of the test stage region defined for anchoring nanomaterial specimens, such as NWs or CNTs. The rectangle in (c) indicates the region shown in image (d), which is the optimal location for placement of tensile specimens. (d) View of smallest gap between the fixed and moving stages.

**Fig. 9.** Magnification series of Test Coupon Design B. (a) Entire 2 mm × 2 mm coupon. The arrow in (a) indicates the location of contact from the UTP probe. (b) View of the entire suspended test stage mechanism. The rectangle indicates the test stage region shown in (c). The arrows in (b) indicate the direction of motion of the suspended test stage and other parts of the compliant mechanism. (c) View of the test stage region defined for anchoring nanomaterial specimens, such as NWs or CNTs. The rectangle encloses the stage gap that is shown in (d). (d) View of smallest gap between the fixed and moving stages.
attached each coupon to the support frame. After processing, coupons were mechanically removed from the support frame by pressing on the coupons with tweezers.

IV. CHARACTERIZATION

A. Probe and Actuator Operation

In addition to the UTP designs (Fig. 6), arrays of actuator test designs were fabricated. Fig. 6 shows an example of a fabricated UTP chip, and Fig. 7 shows a portion of an array used for testing of actuators and transmissions. All three displacement amplification mechanisms (Fig. 2) capable of > 30 μm displacements succeeded in transferring motion to the probe ends. The thermal actuators operated at approximately 1 W of input power in air: ∼5 V, 220 mA, DC.

B. Test Coupons

Two test coupon designs that were actuated using the UTP systems are shown in Figs. 8 and 9, and both were shown to be robust to liquid and high-temperature environments. As part of a handling test for potential nanomaterial sample mounting such as NW dielectrophoresis or CNT catalyst deposition, coupons were repeatedly immersed in isopropanol and dried in air without damage. Coupons were also demonstrated to survive heating to 800 °C in N₂ without damage. The compliant mechanism in Coupon Design A (Fig. 8) was most effective for mechanical operation in the UTP. In this design, the suspended stage was connected by four flexures to the bulk of the test coupon. External actuation increased the size of the gap defined between the suspended stage and a nearby fixed stage. The compliant mechanism in Coupon Design B (Fig. 9) demonstrated reversing motion. The motion of the test stage was in the opposite direction of the motion applied with the UTP probe. External actuation moved a contact region toward the center of the test coupon, pushing two connecting regions away from each other. These connecting regions then pulled on a suspended test stage, separating it from the fixed region of the test coupon.

C. Three-Dimensional Interface Between Microfabricated UTP and Coupon Chips

Test coupon chips were assembled (Fig. 10) into the test platform well by hand using tweezers. They were easily removed either by tweezers or by gravity when the UTP was inverted. The tabs protruding from the coupon chips sometimes initially rested upon the device layer structures in the UTP. Light tapping on the surface supporting the UTP provided sufficient energy to allow the coupons to reposition themselves so that the tabs rested upon the UTP handle layer. Out-of-plane alignment (Z-direction) was achieved by contact between the coupon alignment tabs and the UTP handle layer. In-plane (X, Y, and θ) alignment was achieved by interaction of the coupon alignment tabs with structures patterned in the UTP device layer. In order to prevent damage to the UTP test probe and possible disturbance to the coupon test stage during placement of coupons in the UTP, the system was designed so that the UTP test probe would move 24 μm before contacting the test coupons. Operation on some fabricated devices required as much as 32 μm of probe motion before coupon contact (Fig. 11), indicating that the fabrication processes added 8 μm to the fit allowances, for some devices.

Over 40 μm of motion was obtained from the UTP probe (Fig. 11), and more than 5 μm of displacement was obtained for the test stage in Coupon Design A using actuation from a UTP probe (Figs. 11 and 12). Measurement and calibration of in-plane forces of MEMS mechanical testers can be performed using the characterization of springs within the testers [43], [44]. The test coupon suspension springs were used to indicate the real force output achievable with the UTP probe system. Fig. 13 shows that over 40 μm of output motion may be provided using an alternative transmission design (refer to Fig. 2 for transmission designs, Fig. 13 for Transmission Design 3, and Fig. 11 for Transmission Design 1). Furthermore, Fig. 13 verifies that the presence of a test coupon adds additional stiffness to the probe system output displacement, thereby reducing the displacement for a given current input. In Fig. 13, a UTP chip using Transmission Design 3 (Fig. 2) and the UTP design shown at the bottom left in Fig. 3 achieved 20 μm of...
Fig. 11. Demonstration of UTP probe actuation of test coupon in magnification of the chips shown in Fig. 10. (a) Before actuation. (b) UTP probe in contact with coupon, after 32 $\mu$m of probe motion. (c) UTP probe has moved 40 $\mu$m, as indicated by the vernier scale, and has actuated the coupon.

Fig. 12. Coupon Design A tensile stage. (a) Before operation, gap between sample mounting points $\approx 3$ $\mu$m, as shown in Fig. 8(d). (b) After stage actuation, the gap was larger, with the gap between sample mounting points $\approx 8$ $\mu$m.

Fig. 13. Displacement versus actuator input current measured for a UTP chip with Transmission Design 3 (refer to Fig. 2), with and without a test coupon (Coupon Design A, Fig. 8) loaded. In order to obtain an estimate of the maximum force available experimentally from this actuator and transmission system, this test coupon was set up in contact with the UTP probe at the start of the test. Additional material was inserted between the coupon and the UTP alignment posts in order to backstop the coupon and push it in contact with the UTP probe.

Fig. 13. Displacement versus actuator input current measured for a UTP chip with Transmission Design 3 (refer to Fig. 2), with and without a test coupon (Coupon Design A, Fig. 8) loaded. In order to obtain an estimate of the maximum force available experimentally from this actuator and transmission system, this test coupon was set up in contact with the UTP probe at the start of the test. Additional material was inserted between the coupon and the UTP alignment posts in order to backstop the coupon and push it in contact with the UTP probe.

displacement in actuation of the test coupon suspended stage with designed 55 N/m spring stiffness. Therefore, at least 1 mN of force (20 $\mu$m $\times$ 55 N/m = 1.1 mN) was applied by the probe to the suspended stage. Applying similar analysis to Fig. 11, Transmission Design 1 (Fig. 2) was capable of at least 440 $\mu$N of force output (8 $\mu$m $\times$ 55 N/m = 440 $\mu$N).

V. CONCLUSION

A new type of microsystem assembly was demonstrated using mechanical interfacing between interchangeable MEMS chips. Passive alignment elements and active interfacing from the UTP probe enabled mechanical actuation of test stages integrated in test coupon chips. The reuse of the same UTP chip was demonstrated through repeated placement, actuation, and removal of different test coupon chips. Compressive interfacing of structures experiencing in-plane motion on the UTP was demonstrated as an effective temporary mechanical interface to compliant structures on the test coupons. To achieve actuated interfacing, new thermally actuated MEMS manipulator probes were developed and operated in the UTP. Because of a compliant displacement amplification structure, actuation of 40 $\mu$m or greater was possible as mechanical output from this device.

Opportunities for future development include implementation of in-plane sensors and calibration of displacement and force measurements for application in mechanical testing. The use of a pick-and-place machine or a mechanical jig in order to achieve coupon assembly into the test platform should be explored as means to speed test setup and also to circumvent possible operator-induced microdevice damage. The microsystems developed here provide microfabricated laboratories for manipulating and interacting with microscale and nanoscale test objects. Other applications for this work beyond mechanical testing include stage actuators for microscale and nanoscale fabrication systems and compliant displacement amplification in nanoscale structures.
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